Genetics Laboratory, Ani,mal Breeding and Genetics Resea,rch O~yanizalion, Edinbu,~yh Developments in the field of quantitative inheritance have lagged behind other branches of genetics, but animal-breeding research is making ever greater use of biometrical methods, which have r be based on assumptions about the nature of gene action. In order go provide a broader foundation for such assumptions, there is 8 need for detailed investigation of the inheritance of typical quantitative characters in a variety of laboratory animals. With these considerations in mind we begau to study the inheritance of body size in .D.roso2)hih~ melano~yasZer four years ago. Limited facilities at the start of the work made it, necessary to use Droso~)hila,, which has obvious advantages for extensive selection and breeding tests, and we chose body size for study as it is one of the classical quantiga,tive characters. The genetic control of this character is being investigated by selecting a number of lines from wild stocks for large or small size, observing different aspects of bheir behaviour under continued selection, reversed selection, etc., and using intercrosses, progeny tests and chromosome assays to analyse the changes brought) aboltt by selection.
Work of this kind is not, easily broken up into natural sections for presentation, since new results are continually coming forward which force us go modify ore: working hypot,heses, and crit,ical test,s are hard to find. In fact,, ig has become abtmdant,ly clear to us that the genetic mechanisms under study are extremely complex, and no simple formal theory of polygenic action is adequate to describe t,hem, let, a.lone to predict, their behaviour under experimental treat,ment,.
The present, paper is iattended to provide a 1)ackground for the more detailed analyses of part,icular selection lhms which will follow, llt describes the t,echnical procedm:e, gives a general account, of the behaviom: of our different, selection lines, and examines the t,heoretical background against which we are -viewing the problems of quant,ii;at,ive inherit,ance.
TEC~ttNt('AI~ PI~OCE1)UI~E (a) The ,measurement of body size
The first, t,echnical problem was to lind a method of measuring the body size of' live flies rat)idly and accurately. This was solved by constructing a small movable platform ( Fig. 1 ) which is at,ttached to the moving stage of an ordinary microscope, and can be Fig. 1. i n s t r u m e n t for measuring flies, shown attached to moving stttge of mieroseol)e. The arrows indicate the verticM r~ltcl rotational movements of the lever by which the position of the fly on the platibrm is adjusted. The ph~tform has tL la.yer of thin cloth glued on its surfiLce to prevent bite fly sliding off when the phLtform is tilted.
rotated about, either of two horizontal axes at, right, angles to each other by twisting or moving vert,ically an at,t,ached lever. The plat,form is covered with thin cloth to which the et,herized fly readily adheres ; the fly is placed on the plat,form in approximately the correct, posit,ion, and the dimension required can be brought, into the exact, posit,ion and alinement, for measuring with a calibrat,ed ocular micrometer by use of the moving stage and platform adjust,ment,s, and by rotating the axis of the micrometer. By this method it is possible for a sldlled operator to measure 150-200 flies in a day before fat,igue ruins her temper and the accuracy of measuremcut,. Provided t,hat, t,he two ends of t,he dimension t,o be measured are brought, int,o focus simultaneously, accuracy is limited in practice only by the degree of definition of the two end-pohlt,s. For our purpose wing length and thorax len~h were chosen as closely correlat,ed measures of body size. Thorax leltgt,h is measured fl'om the tip of the scutellum to t,he ant,crier edge of t,he t,horax when t:he sup ra-alar brist,les are approximat,e])~ in focus at, the s~me time as the tip of t~he seutellum (Fig. 2a) . This climm~sion was about, 0-87 ram. long in males and 1"0 ram. in females in our unselected st,oeks reared at, 25 ~ C. Wing length was measured along longii~udinal vein IV in t,wo roughly equal segmengs which add up to almost, exaet,ly t,wice the t,horax leng~,h in our unselect,ed st,oeks at, 25 ~ C. (Fig. 2b) . The immr angle of t,he second basal cell is not, always clearly defined, but, in M1 st,ocks used it, was found t,hat, inaccuracy of nmasurement, of wing leng@ due t,o ill-defilfit,ion of point,s was negligible in comparison wit,h phenot,ypic vm'iai;ion.
(b) Culture ,methods and the control of environmental variation
Overcrowding and t,emperat,m'e fluct,uat,ions are well known t,o affect, body size in Drosophila cult,ares, and met,hods of reducing environment,al influences t,o a mininmm are t,herefore essent,ial in st,udying the geuet, ics of size. h st,andard st, erile medimu t,echl~ique is available (]3egg & l~obertson, 1950), but, was found im]?ract,icab]e for large-scale select,ion work. Preliminary t,est,s also showed, t,o our surprise, t,hat, t,he phenot,ypic variance st b Fig. 2 . The dimensions measured. Tim arrows indicate thor~Lx length (above) and the two segments of wing length (below).
of size was not reduced by rearing on a sterile medium. We had t,herefore to rely on an agar medium of maize meal and molasses, fort,ified wit,h dried baker's yeast,. A generous allowance of live baker's yeast,, made int,o a past,y consist,ency, is smeared over t,he stm'face of the nmdium before use. For selection work and size t,est,s flies are reared in vials cont,aining about, ~ in. dept,h of t,he medium, and overcrowding is prevent,ed by int,roducing a maxinmm of sevent,y eggs int,o each culture vial, lust,cad of allowing t,he parent, flies to lay eggs freely in it,. A very convenient, way of collect,lug eggs from a small number of parent,s (1-6 pairs) is t,o confine t,he fies in all inverted vial, st,oppered wit,h a cork carrying a round disc of agar, about, -~-cm. deep. The disks are cut, from a cylinder prepared by allowing agar to cool in a vial of slight,ly smaller diamet,er t,han t,he oviposit,ion vial, and are at,t,ached t,o t,he cork by wrapping a piece of absorbent, paper round bot,h cork and disk before fit,t,ing t,hem int,o t,he vial, which also cont,ains a square of absorbent, paper t,o take up excess moist,ure. A core of const,ant, diamet,er is removed from t,he agar disk wit,h a cork borer and t,he cavit,y filled wit,h live yeast,. Food and oviposit,ion surfaces are replaced every 2,1: hr. This met,hod perluit,s st,andardizat,ion of food supply and oviposit,ion area, the former being an import,ant, fact,or in feeundit,y measurement,s (Robert, son & Sa.ng, 1944a, b) carried out, in ~lm course of t,he select,ion experiment,s. These culture methods keep down environnlental variation t)y ensuring theft flies are alw~rys reared in presence of excess food supply, and tllat all tlm flies in a single vial emerge within a fairly short period of time. All the work to be described was carried out at 25 ~ C. +_ 0"5 unless otherwise stated. Variability of environmental origin is stfill troul)lesome, in spite of all our precautions, and significant differences are often found in the mean size of flies from different vials put up at the same time ~md given identical treatment, wlfilc considerable differences may occur in the mean size of flies put up on difl'ermlt days. Labour was not available for handling regular controls bet'ore generation 20 in the Nettlebed selection experiments, but since then flies fl'om an unselected mass-mating stock of the same origin as the selection lines have ahvays been reared concurrently with each selection generation, so that the response to selection can be measured in terms of deviation fl:om the unselectcd size, and different generations and experiments can be directly compared.
(c) Selection procedure
The type of malting procedure used was designed to minimize the inbreeding inevitable in a small closed population. Each selection line was begun by measuring a sample of flies--generation 0--and picking out three pairs (or groups) of extremes of the ldnd required. The oil:spring of these groups were called A, B and C l/espectively of generation 1. Thereafter, a factorial mating system was used, whereby, in each gener~ttion, Ac~ mated to B9 gives offspring denoted A, Bc~ x C9 gives offspring denoted B and C3 x A9 gives offspring denoted C. Except where otherwise stated, this system has been used in all the selection experiments described. Occasionally one of these matings has i'ailed to produce any offspring, and then a new gq'oup has been formed fl'om one or both of the other groups. A maximum of twenty flies of each sex is measured, and the most extreme three selected from each mating. When the twenty flies of either sex to be measured cannot be drawn from a single vial, ten from each of two vials are measured (or as many as are available) and the flies are selected on the basis of their deviations from the vial mean rather than by their absolute size. At the beginning of the Nb selection experiment, several individual pair matings of A, B and C were cultured each generation, and the most fecund pair fi'om each was chosen to continue the line, so that only six parents were used per generation; but individual females often gave insufficient offspring for ore" requirements, and after twelve generations the method was changed so that the most extreme three females and males in each group were mated together to give each new A, B and C generation.
When flies begin to hatch in the cultures, they are removed morning and evening to ensm'e that the majority are virgin. After measurement and selection the mated flies are kept overnight in a culture vial (with yeasted medimn) before being transferred to the oviposition vials. Thus there is little danger that mating of females before they are isolated will t~ffeet the selection.
3. ]~XPEI~II~'[ENTAL RESULTS
(a) 5l'he characters observed
The following characters have been studied in each selected line.
(i) The mean lengths of wing and th.arax
These are best measured ~s deviations from unselected controls reared concurrently; but usually only limited numbers of controls (20-30 of eacll sex) could be measul:ed in each generation, and aI~ t,inles t,heir size fluct,uat,cd out, of st,ep wit,h the lines selec~d in bot,h direct,ions, due perhaps t,o some variat,ion in tireat,ment, which escaped not,ice. Graphs of t,he tot,al deviation bet,ween the long and short5 lines selected at• t,he same t,ime are somet,imes smoot,her t,llan, t,hose of deviabions from cont,rols, and we cannot, assume t,hat, irregular movement, s in t:he deviations of individual lines always l'etlect, periods of alt, ernating stability and advance.
(ii) The l)henotyl)ic variance This is calcnlattcd as t,hc coetticientt of variattion, ill order to eliminabe most of the effect of change of mean size on variance. The tlsc of this imlex is jastificd by the fi~ct tllat males and females of the same st,ock are found tto havc roughly equal coeIl~icientts of variation though t, hey differ by about, 15% in mean size. The effect of t,he (often significant') size differences bet,ween vials has been elimina.t, ed since an early st'age in tthe expel'ilnents by using t,he variance within vials.
Trends in t,he pheuot,ypic variance during selcct,iml have been neglect,ed ill most, previous work, which in surprising, since t,hey ,nay bring t,o lighb import,ant, changes in t,he genet,ic sit,uattion not, obvious fron] t,he prog,'ess of t,he select,ion line. Shortt-tternl tinct,nations Inttst, of course, be int,erpret,ed wit,h great' caut,ion, since t,he variance not tufty has a high sampling error but, appears t,o bc rat,her sensit,ive t,o uncont,rollable environmental variations from one generattion or experiment' t,o anotther: Moreover, it• is likely t,hat different, genot,ypes vary in their sensitivity to "~hc normal range of conditions ii1 our culture vials. Nevertheless, broad changes in variance, ext,ending over many generat,ions, make themselves perfect,ly clear in .some of our select,ion lines, and provide an import,ant clue t,o tthe intterpret,at,ion of t,heir behaviour.
(iii) The effect of ,relaxi,r~ 9 or ,reversibly selection These t,est,s t,ll_l.OW a valuable light' on t,he genet,ic changes result,ing from select,ion, but, limited assist,ante enabled us t,o carry tthem out, tufty at• long int,ervals, and crit,ical stages in t,he progress of our select,ion lines have doubt,less been missed in consequence.
The relaxed select,ion lines t,o be described were mt~int,ained by allowing about, t,went,y pairs of flies, picked at• random each generation, t,o mat,e and lay eggs together. These were LheII cut~urcd under the usual (surplus food) condit,ions, seventy per vial. The lines t,hus avoided bhe severe compebibion found in ordim~ry bobble culbttre8. The bwo reversed select,ion experiment's were t,l'eat,ed in tthe same way as t,he forward select,ion lines, except' t,hat more int,ense inbreeding was praettised ill t,he first, (st,art,ed from generat,ion 23 of t,he Nb wing select• lines). In t,his case the t,hree ext,reme males and females from each of t,he A, B and 6' sublines were lnat,ed t,oget,her t,o form t,hree separate reversed select,ion lines, and each was cont,illucd by mating t,oget,her t,he t,llree ext~reme males and females.
(iv) Fertility changes
These depend oll rate of egg production and the proi?ortion of eggs which yield adults (emergence percentage). ]3oth components arc ],:HOWl] t• be sensitive go environmental Val'i~Cions, and changes in them mus~ be int,erpre~ed caut~iously unless elaborately cont,l'olled t, est,s can be made. Records have been kept from an early stage of the number of eggs cultured and t,he ntlnlber of adult, flies emerging ill each ~4al of t,he selection lines: so t,hat, we can plot changes in the percentage emergence and can also tell when the fecundity of the females fell very low.
(b) The clmra, cleristics o]' the 'wild stocks selected
Selection experiments have so far been confined to two wild-type stocks, each descended from a single impregnated wild female, whose progeny had been kept in mass cultures under ordinary laboratory conditions for about ten generations before the experiments began. The stocks are called Nettlebed (Nb) and Edinburgh (E) according to their districts of origin.
These stocks differ slightly in relative wing and thorax lengths (Table 4 ) and in the phenotypic variance of wing length (Table 1) . Brother-sister mating without selection for thirty generations leads to a significant and marked decline in the coefficient of variation of each (Table 1) , equiwdent to a loss of w~riance of nearly one-half for Nb and one-third for E. This indicates that both s~ocks contain a large amount of free genetic variance. Inbreeding produced all average decline of 3.5 ~ ill size in the three Nb lines tested, but no change in size was Observed in the single E inbred line. We can therefore assume thai; progressive inbreeding in the selection lines will not of itself produce much change in size.
(c) Sdectio'n of wing ~vnd thoraz lenyth in the Nb stock
Parallel selection lines for long and short wing, long and short thorax, have now been continued for fifty generations. Started with inadequate facilities in London during the autumn of 1946, these lines were affected to such an extent by the severe winter that year (in particular bythe power cuts it caused), that selection had to be abandoned for generations 6-8. Conditions rapidly improved after generation 12, when we moved to Edinburgh, and technical assistance enabled us to maintain unselected controls regularly after generation 19. The lines were kept at about 23.5 ~ C. in a constant temperature from generations 13-26, and afterwards under rather better temperature control in an incubator at 25 ~ C.
Progress is shown in terms of mean size in Figs. 3 and 7, and after generation 19 as deviations from control size in Figs. 5 and 8. C_Jontrols for wing length were measm'ed for generations 11, 12, 16 and 17 as shown in Fig. 3 . The values for the two sexes are averaged in these graphs, since they show the same general trends. Fig. 4 shows the r-~tes of divergence from each other of the two wing selection lines, and Fig. 9 shows their variance.
(i) Selection Jbr long wing
The rate of divergence between the long-and short-wing lines during generations 1-5 is believed to be exaggerated in Figs. 3 and 4 , owing to the differential effect~s of the early temperature variations on the two lines, since these could not always be cultured simultaneously because of varying rates of egg production. But it seems clear that the twd liues responded imnlediately seleetiou began, and that much of gheh: early progress was lost during ghe enforced random mating of general, ions 6-8. The long-wing line must have declined right back go ghe unseleeted level during ghese ghree generations, since it was still there ag generagion ]1. ]t seems to have advanced again ag leasg from generations 11-]7, and then remained almost stationary :~g some 9 unigs above controls till aboug generagion 30, since when there has been slight progress; but the line became sgationary again soon alger generation ,t0. Three-reversed selection lines, with increased inbreeding intensigy (as already noted), were taken off ag generagion 23 (Fig. 5) . One failed, bug the others (a and b in the graph) returned within three generations to unseleeged size, where (a) remained while (b) declined about 9 unigs more and then also remained stationary. Evengually a third back-selection line was made from the 17o of the cross between these two lines (a x b in Fig. 5 ), but remained intermediage begween ghem.
Lines in which selection was relaxed were taken off the maiu selected line at gcnerations 27 and 37. The tirst had returned completely to unselected size when measured six generations later, while the second returned about half-way, mainly in the first two generations, and then remained fairly steady. It is interesting that thorax length declined relatively less than wing length in both these lines. Thus in the first case it remained significantly above the conCrol level, while in the secoud test the average values for generations 8, 9 and 13 of random mating (intermediate stages were not measured) show that thorax length had lost only about 20 % of its sclectiou progress, compared with 50 % for wing length.
Nettlebed stock --wing selection (sexes averaged) 
._~ -30 A later reversed-selection line, retaining this time the ABC mating system, was taken off at gelmration 41. It declined immediately to about half-way between selected and control levels, where it stayed until discontinued, thus repeating the behaviour of the second relaxed selection-line, except that its decline was more rapid. Thorax length tended to decline less rapidly than wing length under reversed selection as uuder relaxed selection. Generation 44 is an extreme example of the controls fluctuating out of step with the forward, back and relaxed selcction lines. The peak in all three for this generation (Fig. 5) is obviously artificial.
The trends in the coeglcient of variatiou of these lilms are of great interest, and are shown in Fig. 6 . Here the values of the two sexes are averaged, and only the average level of the controls is shown, since their variance did not show any marked time trend. Bearing in mind the uncertainty of the estimates for the first ten gelmrations, when between-vial effect~s were not eliminated, we can say that the variance of the long-wing line perhaps rose early in its hist,ory, and eert,ainly remained well above eont,rol level from t,he early t,went,ies, l~eversal of select,ion ell both occasions pldled ~he variance down wall below unselect,ed level, t,he decline being part,ieularly sharp oil t,he second occasion, and t,he second relaxed-select,ion t,est, also showed a marked decline ill variabilit,y. No deelilm was actually observed ill ~he first, rel~xed-sel.eet~ion lille (no~ shown), 1]ut~ t,his w~s only test,ed once and l;he result~ is not, conclusive. Several inbred lines, wit,hout; seleet,iou, were t,a]cen off t,he long-wing line at, general)ion 30 aud showed a decline in botch size alld variabilit,y simi/ar t,o l~hat, of t,he second back-seleclfion lille. They ~re not; shown on t,he graphs.
q.'hese resnll~s t,aken t,oget;her iudicat,e thai, t, be long-wing line, during or aft,er a short, period of adva.nee, deve]oped an ilmre~sed genet,ic variance, and eni;ered a long period of ,~ t equilibrium bet,ween t, he three of our wing selection and some opposillg force, which limit,ed flirt,her advance and tbreed down bot,h mean size and variance as soon as select,ion pressure w~us relaxed. This state of eqldlibrimn prol)ably arose betbrc generat,ion 20 and st, ill eont,ilmeS, lint, geuet,ie changes have evident,ly gakell place in spit,e of it,, since average wing lengt,h has ilmreased slime generation "30, and t,he second relaxed-and back-select,ion lines cent,fast, wit,h t,he first, in remainillg well above unseleet,ed size. It, ~bllows t,hat, some genes which increase size must, have beeonm fixed in t,he line since general,ion 27. We elm also infer t,hat, t,he barrier t,o fm:t,hcr advauce is not, simply infert, ilit,y, sil~ee t,he seleet,ed females were st,ill laying plm~t,y of eggs at, general,ion 50, and Fig. 9 shows t,hat, t~he ]?ercent~ge emergmme had only declined slightly bet,ween general,ions 15 gild 40. Clearly some complex gene~ic luechalfism must, be involved ill t,he equilibrium, and t,his is now ullder invest,igatfiOll by special t,est,s. These wilI be described iu l;he next paper.
(ii) Selectio.r~ Jbr short ,wi,n 9
Here there is a marked contrast to the previous case. Progress before generation 16 is mleertain, for the reasons already given, and the trends shown in ]rig. 3 are misleading. Assuming that th.e long-wing line was approximately the same size us the controls during generatim~s 9--11, we can deduce that the short-wing line deeliued at least 7 units during the first six generations of selection, and showed little or no regression during the three generations of relaxed selection. Slow proga'ess was made from generations 9-16, when the total advance was about 12 units. From that point there was a rapid and steady advance for aboug tweuty generat~ions, since when. there has been little chauge. The total change in wing length is aboui; 50 units (23 ~ thau three times as great as the change, made by the long-wing line.
l~elaxed-and reversed-seleetion tests were made at the same times and with tile same mai;ing procedures as in the corresponding tests already described in the long-wing selection (Fig. 5 ). The two reversed-selection series, started at generation 23 (with incl'eased inbreeding) and at generation tl, sh.ow a modest increase in size for a few generati.ons followed by stability, and even the first series remained far below uusel.ected level, thm@l continued for sixteen generations (c aud d of Fig. 5 ).
The first relaxed-selection liue, started at generation 27 and measured after six generations of random mating, showed no change in size; the second, from generatiou 37, also remained stationary for two generatious, after which it was by accident neglected, and the suspicion of contamination forced us to reject it.
The coefficient of variation of the short-wiug liue was perhaps a little above the lmselected level from its inception (]rig. 6), but remained steady until generatiou 19, when it suddenly became approximately doubled in value, and has continued at this remarkably high level ever since. In the two back-selection experiments the variance fell back to about half-way between the selected and control levels, but remained substantially above the latter. Satisfactory estimates for the relaxed-selectiou lines are not available.
The high variance of the short-wing line is probably associated with a sex-linked effect which reduces size aud causes a slight upcurving of the wing, though not enough to make measm'emeut difficult. This syndrome of effects behaves iu outcrosses like a sex-linked recessive gene with iucomplete exhibition. Flies showing slight wiug curvatm'e began to be noted about generation 16, and were rejected us parents, but, the line soon became homozygous for this effect. An effect later identified us an allele of vest.igial also began to appear in the line at about the same time. This usually caused slight and variable notchiug of the wings when heterozygous, and complete sterility when homozygous in females (Beatty, 19, t9) , and it probably reduced wing length in the heterozygote even when no notching occm'red, us we had some difficulty in eliminating it from the selectiou line.
It would be easy to explain the increase of variance for a few generations after generation 19 as due to segregation of one or both of these factors, but since one became fixed and the other eliminated long before generation 30, we are left with no reason why the high variance should continue for another twenty generations. Another hypothesis is thai, the increased variance was caused by high sensitivity of the wing curvature factor (in its effect on length but uot curvature of the wing) to euvironmeutal wu'iation. But this theory is also unsatisfactory, for we can infer that a major fraction of the increased vari.auce is of genetic origin (i.e. due to segregatiou), since the response to selection was rapid during {;he _first eighteen geuer~tions of increased w~ri~mce. Au enviroumental effect which doubled the coMticieut, of v-~riation (i.e. multiplied the pheuogypic variauce by 4-) would i11evif;ably result ill a very low heritability aud therMbre in a very slow rate of advance. This conclusion is also supported by the decline ill variance when selection is reversed. It is therefore all the more surprising theft the short-wing line still retains its high w~riance long aft;er response to selection has apparently ceased.
It lnight be possible ~o explain the high variance as due to metric bias, if it, had increased gradually, but this theory is ditticult to reconcile with its sudden rise and approximate coustancy afterwards. We are forced bo conclude thaC the high variance is due to more than one agency, perhaps acting ill succession, aud fnrther tests ~re necessary before we can say more. Tests on the curved-wing factor arc in progress, and genetic testes will be era'tied out, on the short-wing liue as soon as t)he completiou of work on the long-wiug line permits.
(iii) Changes in heritability of ,wing length
The heritability (or fraction of the phenotypic variance which is additively genetic) cau be estimated for "uly period of selection as the ratio of rate of advance to selection diflTerentiM. The latter is simply the average deviation of parents froln the lneau size of their generation (each deviatiou is taken from the mean for the vial containing the fly), and the rate of advauce per generation has been estimated as the linear regression coeffi- Table 2 .
Heritability of wing length in Nb wing-selection lines

Sclcction differential
Adva.ncc per g e n e r a t i o n P e r c e n t a g e The estimates taken over five and tell generations are in reasonable agreement, although sampling errors in the former may be r'~ther high. Iu the long-wing line heritability appears to have been zero for generations 20-25 or 30, then to have risen to about~ 8 ~o unt, il around gener~tion 4:0, when it fell again to ~bout 2%. IlL the short-wing line the heritability was abou~ 25 % for generations 20-30, declined during the next Con generatious and then became negative, so that there seems to have been a tendency on the part of this lille to incre'~se in size after generation 40, in spite of contiuued selecbion. These remflts briug out quite cle'~rly {,he point already made, that t~ large fraction of the iltcret~sed w~riance of the shore-wing line must be due Co segregation, ~t leas~ for the first tweuty generations after its appear~mce.
(iv) Selectio~, for long and sho~'t thorax
The graphs showing changes in thorax length are on twice the scale of those for wing length, to allow for the fact Chat the thorax is half as long as the wing. Equal proportional changes will therefore have the same magnitude in the graphs :[or the two characters. Selection for long and short thorax was relatively ineffective during the first twenty generations (Fig. 7) , and there was hardly any regression during the early period of random mating. The long-thorax line appears to have advanced steadily during generations 20-40 and then Co have become stable (Fig. 8) , so that its total progress has been greater than that of the long-wing line in thorax length, though less in wing length (Table 4: ).
Soon after generation 20, a light;-cyed mut~ant, later identified as a recessive allele of lt, was noticed in the long-thorax sl;oek, and has continued Co segregate in if, ever since. Tiffs suggests tile probability that we have been selecting it in hetcrozygous form because of an effect, on size, since otherwise if, should have been fixed or elinfinated in less than thirty generations. The homozygote appears Co have no size adwmtage, but we have yet Co test, the effect, on size of the heterozygote.
Two relaxed selection experiments have been tal+en off the long-thorax line. The fix'st was a subculture from generation 25 homozygous for the It allele, and was measured ~ffter fift, een generations of normal laboratory culture. No change in wing or thorax len~h was detected. The second was a normal relaxed selection experiment started at, generation 37 and measured regularly for a few generations. This line lost, about 15 % of its deviations from the controls and then remained stationary. These tests are not, shown on the graphs. The coeffmients of variation for wing and thorax length in the long-thorax line are ahnost identical with Chose for the, unselected stock, so Chat, selection does not appear to have altered the variance. There has thus been no sign in this line of the unst, able equilibrium which characterizes the long-wing line, nor of the increase in variance found in all the other lines, and if, seems probable that there has been simply fixation of most of the available genetic variability.
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The shorbthorax line acquired rather low fertility early in its history, so that selection intensity has not been very high, ~md it never made great progress. After reaching its lowest point at generation 27 (Fig. 8) , it appe~rs to have regressed for the next seventeen generations and then to have decliued rapidly to its previous lowest level. The upward movement during generations 27-~N: is ~dmost parallel to theft of the long-thora.~ line, so that the total deviation between ~he two lines renlains ~llnost stationary during this time, and it is possible that these trends are due to both lines remaining steady while the controls declined ill size. If so, the coutrols Seeln Co have regained their original size by a rapid rise during generations ~l~-~8, and it is more likely that there was a real regression Nettlebed stock --thorax selection in size ill the shorbthorax line, due to low selection intensity caused by the low fet$ility. It has not been possible Co make additional tests Oll this line, so that there is no further evidence on this point. I-Iowever, it is interesting Co find that the coefficients of variation were 30 ~ above the control level for wing len@h, and nearly 50 % up for thorax length, taking average values for generations 35-50. This, coupled with the slow progress and the probability Chat size regressed when selection pressure was less stringmlt, suggests Chat the line may have developed some genetic mechanism limiting further advance comparable t,o that in the long-wing line. If so, it is interesting that such a mechanism should develop ill the long-wing and shorbthorax lines bug not in the shorbwing and long-thorax lines.
Evidently chance plays an important part in the response Co selection, and we cannot assume that different lines taken froln a single stock will react in the same way.
In the course of selection for short thorax a mutation appeared and was isolated; it is characterized by change in shape of the eggs, which have a semi-globular form. Exhibition is variable and viability appears to be mlaffected. This mutant has been called 'hen-egg' (],,q). on the viability of the sperm and unfertilized owL, as well as on that of the zygote, but experiments suggest that viability of the zygote is by far the most important factor. It will be noticed in Fig. 9 that the two thorax lines showed a remarkably similar trend up to generation 40, the changes front one period to the next being absolutely parallel, while the two wing lines also follow a single (although qlfite different) trend very closely. This result is quite inexplicable at present, since all four lines were run together each generation, and as far as we are aware were treated identically. Since their genetical bchaviour was quite different in other respects, it can only be supposed that some unnoticed similarity of treatment between the two wing lines and between the two thorax lines caused this striking result. It cannot be due merely to the fact that we selected for thorax length in one ease, for wing length in the other.
28-:2 (d) ~S'election for win 9 lengl]~ in tI~e E stoc]c
It was possible to measure controls from the start of this experiment (owing to an error they were omitted from generations 1 and 3), so that we have a much better picture of the effects of selection in the early generations. Parallel selection for long and short wings has been continued for twenty-nine generations, and tile l?rogressive deviations of the two lines fl:om the controls and from e'mh ocher arc shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Since the st;a.rt of tlte experiment there has been a s~ady response ill both directions, with little evidence of alternating l?eriods of change and stability, but the total rate of divergence between t~he two lines (Fig. ] 1) "rl?l?ears to have been faster over the first eight generations glum at'terwards, and l]~s again declined since generation 22. 
(i) 1'he long-w'in 9 line
A single relaxed-selection line was taken off at generation 1,I-( Fig. 10 ) and remained allnost co:ustant in size. The eoegieient of variation remained very steady and rather below s unseleeted level during the first nineteen generations, in spite of the steady advance throughout that period (Fig. 112) . It i;hen rose and relm~ined well ~bove the unseleeted level. The variance of the relaxed-selection lin.e also seems to ht~ve risen after a time, bltl~ this is probably an enviromuental efthct, since the variance returned to the mlseleeted level. The l?ereentage emergence h~s remained very high throughout the eN?eriment (Fig. 1,3) , and the rate of egg production has also remaiued high, so t;hat selection has not afl!eet;ed fertility. between the first two five-generation periods is significant, while the high value of 25.1. (~, ['or the foarth period is probably an artefact, due, Be some temporary trend ill the controls. This is indicated by the drop for the same period in the value for the short-whig line 9
Long-wing
Studies in quantitative inherih~,nce
It seems probable that the heritability in the long-wing line was about 30 ~/o for the first telt generations and then maintained a level of 628 ~/o tbr the rest el the experiment. I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   0  3  6  9  12  15  18  21  24  27 30 Generation and particularly the recent rise in the variance, point the decline in the rate of progress, to underlying changes which may perhaps reflect the development of a Mnd of balance similar to that of the Nb long-wing line.
(ii) The short-wing line Although the general rate, of progress was very similar to that of the long-wing line (Fig. 10) , this line shows striking differences hi its behaviour, and interpretations based purely on the rate of its response to selection would be highly misleading. The percentage of eggs )deldhlg adults fell sharply to under 20 % after generation 12 (Fig. 13) , so that it was difficult to maintain the selected line. A relaxed-s01cetion line taken off at generation 14 showed[ a rapid rise in both size and percentage emergence, so that it had returned to unseleeted size in 15we generations and to unseleeted emergence rate ill three. ]~enewed selection, after three generations of random mating, reduced both the size and the eluergence rage again sharply, though not quite be Choir previous level. Meanwhile, the main selection line eonbilmed to make progress, although its emergence rate remained very low, and a second relaxed-selection line, taken off it ag generation 20, showed little or no tendency to rise iu either size or emergence rate.
The variance of the main shol%wing line (Fig. 12 ) rose sharply soon after the decline in rate of emergence occurred, and probably remained high mltil generation 2,k The low values for generations 14: and 15 are based Oll small samples and arc not very reliable. The first relaxed-selection line retained a very high variance either froln the start or after it, s second generation, and the second relaxed-selection line also regained a high variance, in spite of its failure to change size. The renewed-selection line also reluained variable.
It is possible to give a partial explanation of these results. Genetic tests made at generation 15, soon after the sharp fall in percentage emergence occurred, have revealed the presence of three lethal factors in the main selection line, one carried by a second and two by third ehrolnosomes.
The chromosomes carrying the lethals have been maintained in balanced stocks, an(:[ tests made on them by Mr ]3. K. Sen show that, in the genetic background of these stocks, each chromosome causes a small reduction in body size in the absence of the others; but when the different lethal-bearing ehroluosomes are combined, they interact to produce a size reduction more than double the sum of their separate effects. It is not yet clear how many genes are involved, but the results could be explained as due to the presence in each lethal-bearing chromosome of a single gent which is lethal when homozygous and reduces size when hctcrozygous, these genes interacting with one another to cause a disproportionate decrease in size when they arc together. An alternative possibility is that genes causing lethality and reduced size arc linked together on each chromosome.
Selection of parents carrying these factors would explain the decline in percentage emergence and the rise in the variance of size in the short-wing line, and also the rapid rise in size and percentage emergence when selection was relaxed at generation 14. Since size and viability declined sharply when the first relaxed-selection line was again selected for small size, it is evident that the lethal effects had not been eliminated by three generations of mass mating. When the main selection line was relaxed a second time at generation 20, its size did not increase and the viability remained low, suggesting that the small size and lethal effects has become fixed in the line by this time. Some reduction in the severity of the lethal effeet~s, either by selection of modifiers or by reeolnbination eliminating genes responsible for part of the lethality, must have occurred between generations 14 and 20.
Various morphological abnormalities appeared sporadically in the short-wing selection line from generation 10 onwards, becoming fairly common by generation 15. They included blistered wings, plexus-like venation, deformed tarsi, absence of halteres, herod-thorax, small eyes, and disarranged abdominal tergites. Selection for increased frequency of exhibition of these malformations in subcultures from the selection line has had little success except in the case of plexus venation, whose exhibition could be greatly increased, though nmeh phcnotypie variability a.lways remained. Most of the abnormalities continue to appear sporadically in both the main short-wing line and the line in which selection was renewed after three generations of random mating. It seems probable that they are pleiotropic effects of the let)hal factors, or of interactions between them.
It will be noticed that ore' short-wing line shows many similarities of behaviour to the. first high bristle number selection line described by h ([ather (19,.1:9) . Thus both lines returned very rapidly to uuselected level when select;ion was relaxed shortly after a period of low fertility had set in, and renewed selection produced '~ response much more rapid than occurred in ehe original selection line. When selection was relaxed a second time, a few generations later, no change in size or bristle number occurred. The two experiments differed, however, in the bchaviour of viability when the first relaxed selection liae was reseleeted. Viability declined in our experiment but remained high in Mathcr's.
M'~ther has explained the results of his selection experiment as due to the recombination of polygencs affecting bristle number, so that blocks of plus polygencs in coupling arc built up in each chromosome; these blocks include genes adversely affecting fertility, so that they cannot become homozygous and fertility falls very low as selection continues. Under relaxed selection, sufficient of the low-fertility genes have apparently become scparatcd from these blocks by recombination to enable reselection to make the blocks homozygous, and so to establish a stable high line. The very rapid change of size during the mass mating and reselcction of the high line shows that each block behaves as a tightly linked unit, and is difficult to break down once it has been built up; and tests based on crosses between high, medium and low bristle number lines suggest that there is only a single such block in each chromosome.
Mather's explanation may be criticized on general grounds, for reasons we shall discuss later, and his data need to be reconsidered in view of their similarities to our own results. The behaviour of the short-wing line cannot be explained in terms of a number of elementary polygenes, some affccthlg wing length and some fertility, shine there is marked interaction between the different chromosomes carrying the lethal effects. The results are best interpreted in terms of a few genes with rather large effects and subject to some degree of modification by selection of the genetic background. A similar hypothesis would explain the results obtained by l~{ather, in his high bristle number line, and is supported by the fact that tests based on crosses between high, medium and low bristle nmnber lines suggested that there was only a single effective unit (of small genetic length) affecting bristle number of each major chromosome.
Changes in the heritability of wing length, calculated as before, arc shown in Table 3 . Heritability over the first ten generations was the same in both directions of selection (30%). Later it declined in the short-wing line, but more slowly than in the long-wing line, averaging 20 ~ in the second and 15 ~ in the third period of ten generations. Allowing for the artificially high value for the five-generation period 20-25, which has already been noted, the heritability seems to have been remarkably steady in view of the complex genetic changes which appear to have occurred in the short-wing line.
(e) _Final size and re,fiance in the selected lines
The relative changes produced by selection in the various lines arc summarized in Table ~t . It will be seen that the long-wing (E) line is already the largest in both wing trod thorax length, while the short-wing (Nb) line is much smaller in wing length and slightly smaller in thorax leu@h than the other small lines (Table 4(a) ).
The relat, ive changes in each dimension are shown in Table , l:(b) . From the values averaged for the two sexes, we find that wing and thorax length have made about equal progress under selection for long wing or short t, h orax; but the thorax has advanced twice as much as wing length in the long-thorax line (10.8 ~ compared with 5.4 ~ while the wing has adwmeed twice as far as the thorax in the short-wing (Nb) line (23.5 ~ compared with 11 "4 %).
Clearly change in one dimension generally produces a similar change in the other, presumably through its effect on general size, but there is also some degree of genetic independence bet, ween the two dimensions, since in one line wing length has made twice the advance, in another line half the advance, of thorax length. Moreover, the two short-wing lines have changed about equally in thorax length, but the Nb line has made 1marly twice t,he progress of ~hc E line in wing length (23-5 ~ compared with 14"2 %).
The ratio of wing to thorax length (Table 4 (c)) shows very similar changes in each sex. In the E lines selection has tended to raise the ratio in the large line and lower it in the small line, whereas in the Nb lines the ratio has declined in the selection for long thorax and short wing, as we should expect, but has not risen in the other two lines.
The relation between wing and ~horax length in flies of different body sizes raises problems of absolute-size allometry (Reeve & Huxley, 1945). The allometric relationship will not necessarily be the same in different strains and under differmlt conditions, l)uI~ s in quantitative inheritance may vary with the factors causing variation in size. As we have seen, genetic changes induced by selection have different effects on proportions, according to the character selected and the direction of selection. Various kinds of environmental change may also have different effects on proportions. Thus preliminary experiments snggest that the ratio of wing to thorax length is decreased when body size is reduced by rearing flies at a higher temperature, while the ratio tends to be increased when size is reduced by rest, ricting the food supply. Qualitative changes in nutrition might also affect this ratio. iFinally, it is worth noting that certain environmental changes will alter one dimension without, affecting the other. Tiros unpublished experiments made by Mr L. Ragab under our direction showed that when temperature is decreased after pupation has begun, the thorax length remains unaltered but wing length may be considerably increased. The changes made by males and females are compared in Table , l (b) and (d). Selection in either direction has tended to reduce the size difference between the sexes, with the exception of wing length in the two E lines. As a result, the sex which, on the scale of absolnte size, is behind in the direction of selection has tended to catch up with the one in advance. This is most apparmtt in the Nb long and short-wing and long-thorax lines.
One possible explanation of this effect is that there is a metric bias acting as a ldnd of law of diminishing returns, i.e. the net el'feet on size of a given gene substitution declines in proportion as the flies in which the substitution is made differ from unseleeted size in either direction. But this seems unlikely, since the line with the greatest plus deviation (the E long-wing line) shows no such effect, and in the other lines, the, effect appears to have oecm're'd early and not to be progressive. Dobzhansky (1929) , l~sing crosses between normal and triploid flies, found a striking positive' correlation between cell size and volume of chromosome material, exehlding the Y-dhromosome. The latter, though relatively large in volume, had a negligible effect on size, but the small fourth chromosome had an effect much more than proportional to its volume. This indicates that only part of the sex differe'nce in size could be due to the difference' in the volume of chromosome material present, and individual size gene's must ]?lay alt important part. It is thus clear that the changes we have observed in the size differences between the sexes are due at least in part to changes in the balance of the size grams on the X-chromosomes and autosome's, which must have reduced the difference between the effects on size of a single and a double dose of the genes carried by the X-chromosomes. The analogy between this situation and the interactions between autosomes and X-chromosomes which underlie sex determination in Drosophil a is worth noting. Table 5 gives the eoeffie'ients of variation of wing and thorax length of the four Nb lines averaged over generations 35-50, and for the E lines averaged over generations 25-30. The ratio of the variance of selected lines to controls is also shown in the last two columns. ']2he variance is e'alcnlated as the squared coefficient of w~ria~ion, in order to correct for differences between the lines in average size.
It is clear that the coefficients of variation of both dimensions always show the same trend, although there is a tendency for the selected dimension to become a little more variable than the other in most of the lines. Evidently the genetic changes which are responsible for increasing the variance under selection have affected both dimensions.
The relative variance of the selected dimension has remained practically unchanged in the Nb long-thorax line, but it has risen 50-70 ~ in the two long-wing lines, over ].00 ~ in t,he short-thorax line, and has been nearly quadrupled in the Nb short-wing line. In t,he case of t,he E short-wing line, it, will be remembered t,hag t,he variance rose very sharply after generat,ion 11, but, returned t,o t,he unselect,ed level after generat,ion 23 (Fig. 12) , so t,hat, t,he figures quoted in Table 5 do not, bring out, t,hese changes.
(f) Morphological and physiological (ffccts of selection
We hope shortly go make a detailed st,udy bot,h of the correlat,ed changes made by characters not selected in our lines and of genera[ changes in cell size, g'row~h ra~e, etc., which may t,hrow ligh~ on the physiological effecbs of select,ion. Only preliminary st,udies of t,his kind, made some t,ime ago, are at present available. Dobzhanslcy (1929) has demonstrated that, t,here is a one-t,o-one relationship bet,ween the cells and hairs of t,he wing surface, so t,hat, it is possible to estimate cell size in the wing by count,ing the number of hairs in a region of known area. Bu~ cell size varies in a rat• complex manner t,hroughout, t,he wing surface (Henkc, 1947) , so t,hat, cell size in a given wing region may not, bea,' an absolutely const,ant, relation t,o average cell size for the whole wing, in different, st,ocks and environment,s. Alpatov (1930) compared cell size and wing size in st,ocks of D. melanogaste,r reared at, 28 ~ C. and o21 normal and low nut,rit,ion conditions at, 18 ~ C. Using estimat,es of cell size in an area of 0"1 sq.mm., near t,he dist,al end of t,he second post,erior wing cell, he concluded t,hat, increase in wing area, whet• caused by increased food or decreased t,emperatm'e, was accompanied by an increase in number of cells.
We est,imaf~ed wing-ceil size fi'om f~hree eent,ral regions of t,he wing similar f~o t~hose used by Dobzhansky (1929) , and measured t,he t,ot,al wing area by camera obscura drawings.
These estimat,es were made on the 18t,h generat,ion of t,he Nb long-and short,-wing lines reared at, approximat,ely 23.5 and 28 ~ C., and t,ho results are given in Fig. 14. The mean values of males and females of bol,h lines aI, each t•177 are shown separately, and the line drawn on t,he graph represent,s t,he proportional rat,e of increase in cell size and wing area, i.e. t,he line of const, ant, cell number.
All t,he point's lie close t,o the line of proportional incre~se except' t,he point for small males at, 28 ~ C., and it, t,herefore seems probable t,hat, t,hc changes of wing len~h caused by selection--at, least, for t,he first, eight,een generat,ions--are due entirely t,o change in cell size. The deviation of t,he point for small males indicates t,hat, t,hese have fewer cells at, t,he high t• and t,his may be an example of the effect, found by Alpatov. However, our other series do not show the same tendency, and it is possible that the choice of different wing regions for estimating cell size may account for the divergence in results. It remains to be seen whether change in thorax size in our lines is also due to change in cell size, though this seems probable. Our ]ines have made considerable progress since this test was made, and we have still to test whether cell number has remained constalit throughout f, he ]?e~'iod of selection.
Preliminary observations made at gelleration 25 revealed no differences between the Nb long-and short-wing lines in either egg size or develolnuental rate within the egg, and general observations suggest that there are no striking differences between the various lines in developmental time bef, ween h,~tching of the egg and emergence of the adult. Thus the main differences in size must be the result of differing larval growth rates.
Wing cell size and area Selected lines reared at 23.5 and 28 ~ C. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Mendelian and biometric genetics in a sense represent opposite points of attack ol] the same general problems of heredity, since they stal~, at the two ends of the developmental chain and take respectively flle gone and the character as the unif, But f~ho two approach~ have generally been concerned with different kinds of variation, and the distinction between 'biometric' and 'Mendelian' characters has been used to infer a difference between the kinds of gone 'polygene' and 'oligogene' which control them (Mather, 1943) . We must th:st ask whether there is any biological basis for this inference. A survey of the Mendelian characters studied in any organism suggests at once that they form a highly heterogeneous group biologically, united solely by their quality of showing segregation under suitable cotlditions and thus acting as markers for particular genes. characters in wild populations--the entire adaptive background will be different. It is also obvious that the genetic control of such charaefcrs must be very complex, and cannot depend oil a simple system such as l~he balanced series of elementary polygenes envisaged by Mather. They will in fa,cl~ be inflnenced by genetic and environmental agencies acting at many diff'erCllt levels and on many differenl~ organs. ~([oreover, qnite major variations in internal organs and. conditions, snflicient to be easily detected if their effects had been externally visible, could be responsible for an important fraction of the variance in econolnic characters withont their g~cndelian bellavionr being detectable.
Biometrical characters are in general very snsceptitlle to environnmntal variations such as change in temperatnl'e or in qnantity or qnality of food. But, the bristle variations stndied by Mather appear to be of a different kind. The nnmber of abdominal chae~ac is almost as variable in highly inbred lines as ill nnselected stocks, and yet, it is extremely resistant to changes of environment which are great enough to have profound effects on other quantitative characters such as body size, fecnndit~y and the expression of many nmtant genes. Thus flies raised on fresh and oil very stale culture lnedimn have almost the saint mean ehaeta nnnfbcr (,1:1.03 and ~2"00 respectively), while the average nnlnber only declines by abont one cllacta during the first 10 days of emergence of flies froln normal cultures (Mather & Harrison, 1949) . Also change of tcmperatnre and parl, ial starvation appear to have remarkably little effect oil average chaeta nnmbcr. This snggests that nmch of the variability is independent of external conditions and must be due to 'intangible' accidents of development. Such a case is relnilliscent of the variation of coat colour pattern found by Wright (1920) in highly inbred lines of guinea-pigs. Variation of this kind lnnst be clearly distingnishcd from what is nsnally described as ' cnvironnmntal variation', i.e. phcnotypic variation which can be attribnted to differences in the environment experienced by different individuals. The importance of this class of variation has recently been emphasized by Gordon (1950) . Thus front this point of view bristle lnunber falls into a special category.
The general pattern of chactae oil the body is snfticicntly constant thronghont the Drosophilidac to form a taxonomic character of the family, while rectangnlar abdominal tcrgitcs carrying a nulnber of small bristles arc characteristic of the many species of diverse habitat forming the gcnns Drosophila (Sturtevant, 1921) . The bristles studied by Mathcr are, therefore, of ancient phylogenctic origin. They also seem to vary in a haphazard maturer between populations of the same species, and between different species, which often overlap in this respect. Mather appears to believe that their genetic control is due to elementary polygenes, concerned purely with bristle nmnber, and subject, to natnral selection which nicely adapts bristle mmlbcr in each population to its external conditions. But, it is difticult to believe that moderate variations in abdominal bristle number can have any adaptive significance (in contrast to variations in, say, body size), and this conclnsion is borne out, by the fact that bristle number is subject, to a considerable alnonnt of'chance' non-genetic variability, apparently unconnected with environmental variations. In view of the comparative stability of the pattern thronghont the gcnns, it is surprising to fred that artificial selection can produce such enormous changes in bristle number.
The key to this probleln is suggested by the work of Stern (1938) , who fomld that every thoracic bristle in Drosophila was fed by a single bipolar nerve cell of the peripheral network, and the one-to-one relal, ion between nerve cell and bristle was retained in mutants with changed nul-o_bers of bristles. TIle same relation probably occurs with the abdominal bristles, and it follows that bristle nmnber bears a definite morphogenetie relation to the nnderlying peripheral nervous system. One system presmnably induces the formation of the other, and the number of abdominal bristles must depend on the developmental balance between different nmrphogenetio fields concerned with the formation of the peripheral nervous system. We know little of the forces which control the boundaries between different patterns, but they must act by controlling the relative strength of the morphogenetio fields, and this implies control of rate o:t' production, diffusion, etc., of different substances. It may be suggested that control of abdominal bristle nnnaber depends on a developmental balance of this sort. The rel~ttive strengt;hs of these morphogenetio fields arc donbtless under adaptive control, but the adaptive vahm will depend on some more important result than the exact number ofbristles produced. It is thus probable that genetic variation in abdominal bristle number is due to genes having other primary tasks, and there are good reasons for believing that such genes will usually have plciotropic effects, contrary to the view expressed by Blather. The 'intangible' environmental variations in bristle number, mentioned above, are perhaps the result of a degree of indeterminacy in the details of the developmental pattern.
Varb~tions in bristle number thus appear to be secondary effects of genes whose primary job lies elsewhere. In this sense they seem analogous to the genes responsible for variation of exhibition of mutants, since these also will have other normal effects, and only under special conditions become important for their modifying effect on the character ira qnestion. It is likely that the segregation of genes acting as modifiers may often be more easily detected than that of genes influencing adaptive quantitative characters, since selection towards an intermediate optimmn can only be important in the latter, where the phonetypic effectos of individnaI segregation will be reduced to a mininmm by the influence of natural selection upon the genotype generally.
We have seen that no general iluferenees can be drawn from features of l~{endeliall and biometric characters to the type of gene controlling each, but Mather (194-9) has made Nr-reaehing deductions about the nature of the genes responsible for t~'ITendelian segregation and quantitative variation respectively, and these require fnrther examination. He considers that major genes, or oligogenes, are responsible for the grand plan of the organism. They are highly specific and their effeet~s cannot in general be dnplicated by other genes, so that when mutation occurs the mutant form 'is drastically different from normal, even to the extent of being completely inviable'. Such genes are 'the backbone of the genotype and being essential like a backbone, their normal allelomorph has an unconditional advantage over its mutant alternative'. In contrast, the minor genes or polygenes are thought of as interchangeable in effect, bidividually undetectable, more or less additive in function, and generally without pleiotropic effects; and they combine together to adapt the grand plan nicely to the environmental conditions and are chiefly responsible for the continuous variation of qnantitative characters. Finally, Blather has concluded that oligogenes are carried by the euchromatin and polygenes by the heteroehromatin, thoilgh not confined to heteroehromatie areas.
These assertions seem to conflict with a great deal of widely accepted genetic knowledge, in particular, the following facts:
(a) l~'Iajor genes do not always have large effects. Study of Bridges & Brehme (194-4-) shows that nearly one-quarter of the gene loci identified in D. mela, gwyc~sl, er carry at least Studies i~, q'uantit(~tive inheritance one 111 utant allele which overlal?s wild type, and this list doubtless excludes many so-called 'bad' alleles discarded by geneticists because their exhibition was too variable tbr linkage tests. Moreover, the v~st majority of mutants discovered by inbreeding fl'Olll wild popnlatiolls by ~}or(]oll, Sl?lll 'Way & Street (1939) were so variable in exhibihoI1 that they were (lifl~ieult go isolate.
(b) '.['he effects of lnlt0allt genes are frequently susceptible go gen erie t~l]d ellviroltmental changes, and glleir exhibition often coml)le~ely disappears in laboratory eultm:es, until onterossing reveals the lUUgant effect, again. It, is frequently possible for different genes to do each other's jobs.
(c) Where teclmieal (liiliculties permit,, careful s~udy of loci nsm~lly reveals the l?resenee of multiple alleles. These are often graded in effect from alleles hardly d istillgnishable from wihl type t:o those with striking e ffect, s. Recent higMy suggestive work by Stern (1938) all(l Stern & Sc]laeffc.r (1943) has shown differences between wha~ had been assumed tie be i(lentieal wild-type alleles h'om different stocks. Stern refers go these as iso-alleles, and points out that the gerln wild-type allele is misleading, since it is likely Chat many distinct iso-alleles exist in wiht populations. It should be no~ed that go describe two genes as isoalleles ilnplies only that the differences between them (lo not affect the very limited range of characters which the geneticist can easily observe. Spelmer (194~[) discovered nulnel~)us alleles of bobbed ill a population of D. hydei; these could be classified according t/o their bristle effects an(l their pleiotropie effects on general morphology, vigonr, etc., and included iso-alleles whose effects eonhl not be distinguished when homozygous. Also, severity of bristle effects was only partially correlated with severity of other effects. (d) It is a familiar experience with Drosol)hila that newly arisen visible mutants exel% pleiotropic effects on such typical biometric characters as size and fertility. These effects can often be greatly modified il~ laboratory cultures without parallel changes in the exhibition of t, he gene's visible effect.
The theory that polygenes t~re locat, e(1 in heterochromatin was suggested by the discovery that, Y-ehronmsomes (trt~wn from different, wild st, ocks of D. mdanogaster differed in ehaeta-prodnci~g power when placed agains~ a common genetic backgromld and showed recombinat, ion wit, h t, he X (Mat, her, I944). Some pl~mt, s carry a variable number ofheterochromatic chromosomes, which are associated wit, h slight, effects on vigour and fertility, an(l are thought to have survival vahle, although their significance is still very obscure. It was suggested that such chromosomes carried polygenes, and this idea was linked with the assumptioll that meml)ers of a polygenic system 'have small, similar and supplementary effects beea, use...they have less differentiated products and less elaborate action ' (Darlinggon & Mather, 194~9) . Since the supermunerary chronlosomes are not constant in number and heteroehromatic elu'omosomes do not always divide cleanly at mitosis, it was held that 'duplieatiou and deficiency for a small number of polygenes is llOt likely fie be nlmonditionally deleterious ' (Mather, 1949) . Examination of the bristle-producing power of different parts of t~he X-chromosome showed that the highest activity is retold in the distal (euchromatic) region, and not in the heterochrolnatic zone (Wigan, , so that ~he only direct evi(lence yet available does not support the heterochronlatin theory. The word 'heterochroma~in' is open to criticism, since it implies tim existence of a special chroluosolue material with characteristic properties other than its stMning reaction (Baker & CMlan, 1950) . A similar criticism applies to the word 'polygene' with its implication that there is a special class of gene responsible for biometrical characters raider polygenetic (i.e. multigenic) control. As we have seen, biometrical characters do not in any biological sense represent a distinct class of character, and can hardly be supposed to be under the control of a distinct class of gene. A further logical fallacy arises in the argmnent that, because 'polygenes' have Small effect, s on biometrical characters, therefore the alleles responsible for these effects are themselves correspondingly unimportant in the gene complex, and produce simpler substalmes than the ' oligogenes '. Inforences cannot be drawn about the importance of a Wen locus from knowledge of the magnitude of the phenotypic variations caused by differences between its various alleles. In fact, us Waddington (1943) has pointed out, a pleiotropic gene may have striking effects on some characters and very slight effects on others. Hence the very same gene could fit )'Iather's definition of both 'oligogene' and 'polygene'. It follows from these points that there are strong groml(Ls against maldng any general distinction between the 'polygenes' supposed responsible for the multigenic variation of biomctricM characters and other genes.
As a starting point for the interpretation of future selection results, it seems necessary to conclude that the genes affecting quantitative characters have no special qualities distinguishing them from other genes, and must often represent pleiotropic effects of genes having other, perhaps more important, effects. )luch of the variat, ion may well be due to differences between numerous alleles which differ little from each other in their primary effecGs, and it is possible that a single locus can carry a number of different alleles, each of which is most frequent in a particular locality. The differences between the effects of these alleles will be small either because t, hey are very similar chemically or because natural selection has modified the genetic background so us to diminish the effect of the substitution of one for the other. The gene effects which have been studied seem generally to be very plastic in the sense that their action can be modified considerably by selection of the genetic background. Natural selection must inevitably act on this plasticity by reducing to a minimum the effects of segregation on biometric characters which vary about an intermediate optimum.
Since natm'al selection must reduce the differences between the effects of unfixed alleles and thus makes segregation dit~cult to detect in quantitative characters, it seems likely that strong artificial selection for an extreme value of the character will cause the opposite result of magnifying the effects of individuM alleles affecting the character. Any gene whose fixation is delayed by linkage (to harmful genes) or adverse pleiotropic effects when homozygmm, may have iGs heterozygous effect on the selected character so magnified by fL, mtion of genes which interact with it that segregation may become detectable where none was before. It is, of coarse, impossible to predict the importance of this magnification effect in a given case, but judging from the remarkable variation in exhibition of so many Drosophila mutants when the genetic background is varied, it may play an important part both in our selection for body size in Drosophila and in selection of economic characters in domestic animals. It is not difficult to envisage changes in development involving alteration of thresholds and competitive and co-operative interactions which would greatly increase the differences between alleles that previously seemed very similar.
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2.q Studies in qua, ntitative inheritance times be created. This can easily be imagined in a case where two genes at separate loci both have modifiable effects on the selected character, and neither can be fixed. Fixation of modifiers of both these genes might result in interactions between them, so that when both were present the total effect was much greater than the stun of the effects p3'odnced by each almm. Such iI3teractions, and the magnified effects of each gene separately, would be likely to disappea3, in outc3'osses, as a result of the alte3'ation of the genetic baekgromld, so that such crosses would[ lead one to underestimate the degree both of interaction and of dominance p3"esent. As a final consequence, we may expect that the pl3enotypic variance will tend to inc3'ease whenever the e i'l'ects of m3fixed genes are magnified in this way by artificial selection. Granted the likelihood of this effect, the existence of different iso-alleles at a given loclLs suggests interesting evolutionary possibilities. As we have seen, dirfc3'enc~s between these alleles can only be detected by special genetic methods, which involve changing the genetic background and the envi3'onmental conditions. It thc3'efo3'e seems likely that natural selection will ha3"dly be able to discriminate between iso-allcles under normal conditions. They will segregate lno3'e 03" less freely, and the frequency of each will be determined maillly by their reciprocal mutation rates, the chances of randoln sampling in small populations, and the more immediate histo3"y of the population in tc3'ms of mig3"ation. But a3'tificial selection 03' a st3'iking change of environment may so alter the genetic backg3'ound as to magnify the diffm'ential effects of some of these alleles until they become large enough to have selective value. In a sense, selection may create internal conditions which make possible a further response. Thus iso-alleles seem to provide a possible source of genetic variation in adapted populations.
These lines of thought can be followed a little fll3.the3'. If change of genetic background can magnify the differences between alleles, we might expect suitable chmlges of environment to have tile sa.3ne effect, and this is consistent with what we know about the effect of changes of environ3nent on gene exhibition. Such a possibility is perhaps worth bea3'ing in mind when designing animal breeding or artificial selection experiments. ]it is generally assumed that selection is most ettlcient when the envi3"onmental c033t3"ibution to the phenotypic va3'i~mce is kept as small as possible. But it may be possible to go fu3'the3' and choose those environmental conditions whicll give maximum expression to the genetic differences affecting the characte3' under study. These conditions are not necessa3'ily those which favour maximu3n growth rate as Hammond (19-'1-7) apparently believes, but would have to be dete3'mined cmpi3"ically. They might dill'c3' in diff'e3'eut strains and at different stages of selection.
It has been suggested above that natural selection may be mla, ble to discriminate between different iso-alleles. In discussions of the role of natural selection it is usually assmned that in ally population there is an intermediate optimmn phenotype, and that deviations about it are mm'e or less normally distributed. The adaptive level of the individual falls off in proportion as its phenotype deviates f3"om ti[3e optinmm. This is perhaps too simple a model of the action of natural selection, and gives us all exaggerated idea of its power to dise3'iminate between small genetic differences. Thus i3t the developing Drosophila culture, which has been studied in detail (C403'don & Sang, 19~11; l~obe3"tson & Sang, 19~14:a, b; Sang, 19~19 a, , b) , we find a complex series of interactions between the changing mie3'oflora and the diffe3'ent stages of the insect. Competition between the microflo3'a causes progressive changes in the composition of the medium, and larvae hatching early and late will be exposed to widely different types and intensities el'selection. The general effect of this variety of conditions must be to reduce the discriminatory power of natural selection, so that a considerable degree of genetic variability will be able to survive in the normal laboratory culture. Conditions in nature will be even more w~riable, and we can expect natural selection to be a very wu'iable agency.
This brings ,IS to the final problem in the e, vohltion of quantitative characters which needs discussion here: the question of how stabiliby of the phenotype can be reconciled with the presence of considerable genetic variability, available for farther evolution and adaptation to changing conditions. Artificial selection ca~l reveal this variability by carrying the mean of a quantitative character very feu: beyond the limits of variation in the original population.
Wright has pointed out that variability may be stored by the division of a species into many partially isolated local populations. Thus 'each local population may be expected to approach fixation of a particular balanced combination of the many genes th.at act on each character. But as there may be a very large nmnber of different balanced genotypes with the same or nearly the same phenotype each local population may be expected to centre about a different genotype. There will then be little appareut variability either within local populations or within the species as a whole, yet an enormous field of potential variability, available by mere increase in the amount of migration between populations' (Wright, 19,t5). I-Ie suggests the likelihood that each species carries many slightly different alleles at each locus, giving rise to au astronomically great number of possible gone combinations, and the crux of evolutionary change lies in the way one harmonious combination of alleles can be replaced by another in the face of the conservative agency of selection.
1VIather (1949) assumes that genetic variability is stored, within individuals by the evolution of a definite system of polygenie balance for each biometric character. Given a large nmnber of polygenes with small and interchangeable plus or minus effects, he deduces that natural selection for an intermediate optimum will favour plus and minus genes linked in repulsion, since these will give the fewest extreme individuals as a result of segregation. Continued selection of this kind will therefore lead to their chromosomes carrying series of linked polygenes with plus and minus genes tending to alternate with each other. It is also suggested that in an outbreeding organism a 'relational' balance will be developed between the different homologous ehromosmnes which may be brought together. In other words, they will all tend to have the same numbers of phw and minus genes, although these may be arranged differently in each, so that an), combination of chromosomes will tend to give the same phenotype. Artificial selection for an extreme value of the character will only gradually be able to assemble all the plus polygenes together, since this will require a large number of chiasmata. Wright (19~t5) has criticized this ingenious theory on the grounds that segregation of the different polygenes would in the long run be independent of each obher unless linkage between them was almost complete. Thus the development of elaborate systems of balanced polygenes, in which polygenes affecting different characters are i.lttermingled, seems unlikely. M~oreover, linkages tight euough to sm'vive over a long period would only rarely be broken dm'ing artificial selection, and would hardly be sutticient to explain the selection results obtained by $'Iather a'nd ourselves. 1VIather's theory also seems artificial in its reliaflce on a set of hypothetical elementary polygencs without pleiotropic effects, as we ]lave pointed out earlier.
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Genetic variability may be present ill small populations for a variety of reasm~s. These include hnkage of genes affecting the character with one another or with deleterious recessives, selection in favour of heterozygotes, and the occurrence of iso-alleles capable of developing incl'eased effects in a changed genetic or environmental background. The partial isolation mechanism discussed by Wright will increase the number of distinct iso-alleles which can be maintained in the species, though we may wonder whether individual iso-alleles will necessarily become fixed in each local population. It seems certain that Mathm' has overrated the importance of linkage, although it doubtless plays a more important part in a species with very few chromosomes such as Drosophila, than in others.
Mather (19,t-9) has also pointed out that the multiple recombinatiolls caused by artificial selection towards an extreme will cause correlated effects by reassmq, ing linked genes affecting other characters. He believes that pleiotropic effects of the 'polygenes' are not to be expected, and suggests that it is proft less to look for them. This view is difficult to accept, since genes with pleiotropic effects are of widespread occurrence. There arc, in fact, lnorphogenetic grounds, as we have seen earlier, for believing that the genes selected in his bristle selection experiments will in general have pleiotropic effecf~% and that their effect on bristle number will be secondary from an adaptive point of view.
It should be noted that in developmental studies of pleiotropic effecf~ it has been found that apparently unrelated end-effects can be caused by the same primary action of the gelm (Griineberg, 1938) . Thus we cammt assume that the occurrence of apparently mlrelated effects in selection experiments retest be due to linkage, though this will often be the ease. The distinction between a pleiotropic and a linkage effect may often be unilnportant in practice, since it may be easier to modify the effect by selection of the genetic background than to eliminate it by breaking a tight linkage.
The relative importance of mutation in maintaining the variation of quantitative characters is quite unknown. There are obviously great difficulties in obtaining even a very rough measure of the frequency of mutations affecting such characters, and it would be unwise to assume that the mutation rates are of the same order as, say, sex-hnked lethals. Selection of highly inbred lines for large and small size during ten generations resulted in no increase of size in the high line but a sligh~ decrease in ~he low line. This fac% coupled wit, h the long periods of stability occurring in our other selection hues and other preliminary tests, suggests that mutation is of minor importance in contributing to the continued response to selection.
Mutation, migration between populations, selection of heterozygotes--in short, all the agencies which interact to determinc gene frequencies in natural populations--must endow populations which can successNlly adapt themselves to changing environmental conditions with a great wealth of largely concealed genetic variation. There seems no reason, even on general grounds, why we need look ful~her for special mechalfisms to conserve variation. It need cause no surprise if, in an immensely complex character such as body size, the origins of variation in particular instances which appear alike turn out to be quite different, although it is quite possible that detailed experimental study of a variety of cases may reveal unsuspected similarities which could not be anticipated. Finally, we are still far from penetrating to the really fundamental similarities in terms of the genetic control of the developmental system which creates f, he end products we study.
~ONCLUSIONS
We shall not aftftempft a dcftailcd intcrpreftaftion of the bchaviour of each selection line aft fthis sftage, since gencftic ftesfts oll each sftill remain fto be done, and many aspects of fthcir behaviom' need furfthcr study. Buft ccrftain features of ore' resulfts can now be reviewed in fthc light of the ideas examined in fthc previous secftion.
The bchaviour of fthc phcnoftypic variance under conftinucd sclccftion is of parfticular inftcrcsft. In five of fthc six lines, it, has shown a marked increase, fthough of varying magniftudc and duraftion. Usually fthcrc has been a fairly sftcady response for ftcn fto ftwcnfty gcneraftions before any obvious rise in fthc variance occurs, and afftcrwards the response may sftill conftinue aft much fthe same raftc, or it may fall almost, fto zero.
In fthe two shorft-wing lines fthc increase of variance was accompanied by fthe appearance of visible or lethal effccfts aft least, parftly aftftribuftablc fto individual genes, and it, seems probable fthaft part, of fthc effecft of selecftion has been fto pick out, certain alleles which reduce size but, arc diffimdft fto fix, and fto magnify fthcir cffccfts by sclecftion of fthe gencftic background. A mechanism of fthis ldnd may explain some of fthe visible and lefthal cffccfts which have appeared in varim~s lines aft different ftimcs.
Aft least, part, of the rise in variance is probably due fto fthc magnificaftion of fthe cfkhcfts of alleles which are not, easily fixed in fthc sftock. But, in fthc shorft-wing Nb line ofthcr facftors must, be present,. Here fthe variance rose very sharply aft gcncraftion 19, soon afftcr ftwo visible wing cffccfts began fto appear in fthc line. Buft fthe variance remained high, and response fto sclccftion conftinucd long affter fthcsc ftwo effccfts had become fixed in and climinaftcd from fthe line rcspecftivcly. Finally, fthc variance mainftained ifts high level long afftcr response fto sclccftion had sftopped. These rcsult~s arc ditticulft fto explain on any single ftheory, and it, seems probable fthaft bofth fthc magnificaftion of gone effccfts and scnsiftivifty of one or more sclccftcd genes fto cnvironmcnftal fluctuaftions affccfted fthe variance.
An equally inftcrcsfting case is provided by fthe long-wing Nb line. Here a period of mmftable equilibrium beftween wing selccftion and an opposing force--eifther ovcrdominancc or some form of naftural sclecftion--has been mainftaincd for a very long period. The high phcnoftypic variabilifty result~s from fthc enforced gencftic variabilifty mainftaincd by fthis eqnilibrimn, and it, declines sharply when wing sclecftion is relaxed or reversed. It, is not, yet, clear how fthis cquilibrimn is mainftaincd, since fct~ilifty as measured by pcrcenftage emergence of adult, s did not, decline sharply when it, fit'sft developed. Tesfts are now in progress fto dcfterminc whafther ovcrdominancc or ofther agencies arc mainly responsible for fthc barrier fto fnrfthcr advance, and fthc resulfts will be described in fthc ncxft paper.
A close linkage beftwccn ferftilifty and size has developed in fthc shorft-wing E line, where ftln'ec Icfthal genes or groups of linked genes have appeared which cause a reduction hi size eifthcr dirccftly or fthrough close linkage wit,h of, her genes. But, here, in conftrasft fto fthe last, case, fthcsc severe cffccfts have not, set, up a complcftc barrier fto furfthcr advance, since size conftinucd fto decrease long afftcr fthcir appearance, and fthcy now seem fto have been fixed in fthc line after modification of their lefthal cffecfts. Finally, we have a case in fthc Iongfthorax line where fthe variance has remained normal and fthc advance seems fto have come fto an end as a result, of fthc exhaustion of most, of fthc available gcneftic variabilifty for size.
Studies in quantita, tive inheritance
6. SUMMAItY it. This pal~er, the first of a series dealing with the inheritance of body size in Drosophila, ,melanogaster , describes the effects of selecting for large and small size in lines taken from l)wo wild stocks, Nb and E. Size, variance, viability and the effects of relaxing and reversing selection have, bo, o,n studied in each line. Four Nb lines have been selected fl~r long-and short-wing and thorax, respectively, during fifty generations, and two/~ lines have been selected for long-and short-wing during thirty generations. A. cyclical mating systeln was used to luinimize the rate of inbreeding in a small polmlation.
2. The Nb long-wing line, after increasing 7 % ]1! size, entered a long period of unstable equilibriuln, characterized by failure to respond to selection, high l~henotypic variance, and a sharp decline in size and variance whenever selection was relaxed. The ND short-wing line declined steadily in size until about generation 37, and remained constant. Its variance became very large after generation 19, and remained high when response to selection had ceased. Size did not hmrease when selection was relaxed.
3. The Nb lollg-thorax became stable after increasing 11%, and its variance remained ulmhanged. The Nb short-thorax line developed low fertility early in its history, and only declined by 8 %. It develo.ped a high variance.
4. The E long-wing line has advanced steadily during thirty generations, to 11"5~ above control size. Variance ilmreased after generation 19 and has remained high. Relaxedselection lines did not lose size, in contrast to the Nb long-wing line. Fertility has remained very high.
5. The E short-wing line has declined about 1~ %. Viability fell sharply after generation 12, but both size and viability rose immediately to control level when selection was relaxed, and fell again when the relaxed-selection line was reseleeted. When the main selection line was relaxed later, neither size nor viability increased. Variance was very high during the first twelve generations of low viability. One second chromosome and two third chromosome lethals were detected at generation 15. Each of these reduces size slightly when heterozygous, but they interact to reduce size greatly when together.
6. Selection of either dimension changes both wing and thorax length in the same direction but to a different extent. This is discussed with reference to size allometry.
7. Current theories about the inheritance of quantitative characters are examined, and it is concluded that there are no valid biological grounds for distinguishing between genes responsible for the variation of quantitative characters and other genes. Thus no special qualities can be attributed to the former as a class.
8. The 13ossible effects of continued selection ou a quantitative character are discussed. Progressive alteration of the genotype may create conditions in which alleles previously indistinguishable fi'om each other can be selected, and appropriate changes in the environmeat may sometimes have the same effect. Selected genes which cannot be fixed may have their effect on the character magnified by selection of modifying genes. This provides one possible exl)lana.tion :for a rise ill variance of a character after it has been selected for many generations.
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